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Peace Revolution Summit “Empowering Minds for a Sustainable Future” is delighted to
present the first two confirmed speakers, who will attend the summit next February
2016 in Thailand, in order to inspire and empower young change makers in their path
towards peace activism through personal development.

Alaa Murabit
Nicknamed “The Libyan Doogie Howser” by Jon Stewart, Alaa Murabit is a medical
doctor, UN High-Level Commissioner and one of only 17 Sustainable Development
Goal Global Advocates appointed by the UN Secretary General.
A champion for inclusive peace processes, Alaa founded VLW at the age of 21 and her
programs are now replicated internationally. She acts as advisor to numerous
international security boards and organizations and a trustee for International Alert and
Keeping Children Safe.
An Ashoka Fellow, Murabit is the youngest Marisa Bellisario International Humanitarian
Award recipient, New York Times “International TrustWomen Hero”, Newsweek’s “25
under 25 to watch”, a BBC “100 Top Woman” and SAFE Global Hero. Besides, her
TED Talk, “What my religion really says about women” was “Talk of the Day” & one of
four “moving TED Talks to watch right now” by New York Times.

Will McInerney
Will McInerney is an award-winning poet, journalist, and educator focusing on the
intersection of creative expression and conflict resolution. Will's work has been featured
in media outlets, at universities, and on stages across the US and around the world.
Will was recently honoured as one of the top six emerging storytellers in America by the
International Storytelling Center. In addition to reporting, performing and teaching, Will
hosts the popular public radio podcast, Stories with a Heartbeat, where he explores the
power of poetry to help us understand conflict.
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